Why do they suddenly appear? Spuggy (@stejormur)

ACROSS
1. Stand
2. Less inept
3. Skilled, not gauche?
4. Where you’ll be overtaken
5. Very distant clouds
6. Makes aware
7. They’re white, and there’ll be blue ringed things over them
8. Exclamations of fear or enlightenment
9. Making place
10. A son of Odin, or Hindu warrior
11. What precedes knob or knocker
12. Giant slayer
13. 1+1, perhaps
14. Inquiries
15. Fish?
16. Comes to
17. Not that
18. All ringed things have one
19. 'À moi, ____' (les Frères Chuckle)
20. Alongside (or one in front?)
21. Caesar is a popular one
22. A cheat (especially at cards?)
23. 2
24. Claw
25. Brother and sister, maybe
26. It’s reasonably fast
27. Small batteries
28. Stop running to catch this
29. Stop for a pirate
30. If not
31. 'If you wanna have a good time, just give me ____'
32. 'Kelly ____ Glamour Past' (tabloid headline)
33. Portuguese for 'he'
34. Stop for a pirate
35. Stop running to catch this
36. Thoroughly in favour of
37. Impressed
38. Stereotypically happy man
39. Tolkien's tree
40. Hi-___
41. Chi's partner
42. African island
43. Swear politely
44. Trends
45. Rub hard
46. Trends
47. Stop for a pirate
48. Stop running to catch this
49. Stop running to catch this
50. 'If you wanna have a good time, just give me ____'
51. Portuguese for 'he'
52. Stop running to catch this
53. Stop running to catch this
54. Stop running to catch this
55. Stop running to catch this
56. Stop running to catch this
57. Stop running to catch this

DOWN
1. Disallow
2. One is famously to joy
3. Globe
4. Throw in from here
5. Slope
6. Thoroughly in favour of
7. Impressed
8. Stereotypically happy man
9. Tolkien's tree
10. Hi-___
11. Chi's partner
12. African island
13. Swear politely
14. Trends
15. Rub hard
16. Stop for a pirate
17. 'I ___ a promise' (Stone Roses, This is the One)
18. Stop for a pirate
19. Stop running to catch this
20. Stop running to catch this
21. Stop running to catch this
22. Stop running to catch this
23. Stop running to catch this
24. Stop running to catch this
25. Stop running to catch this
26. Stop running to catch this
27. Stop running to catch this
28. Stop running to catch this
29. Stop running to catch this
30. It’s about 157 degrees
31. Attempted
32. Stereotypically happy man
33. Caesar is a popular one
34. Small batteries
35. If not
36. Stop running to catch this
37. Stop running to catch this
38. Stop running to catch this
39. Stop running to catch this
40. Stop running to catch this
41. Stop running to catch this
42. Stop running to catch this
43. Stop running to catch this
44. Stop running to catch this
45. Stop running to catch this
46. Stop running to catch this
47. Stop running to catch this
48. Stop running to catch this
49. Stop running to catch this
50. Stop running to catch this
51. Stop running to catch this
52. Stop running to catch this
53. Stop running to catch this
54. Stop running to catch this
55. Stop running to catch this
56. Stop running to catch this
57. Stop running to catch this
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